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Communicated by the Editors 
Given a p-dimensional spectral density g(o) > cl ~0, VW E [0,2n] such that 
#“)(w) E Lip*(a), with covariance block-Toeplitz matrix r, of dimension np x np, 
we show that 
b=(r+a)/(l+r+m), ok = Zskln, (k = 1, . . . . n). 
This result has applications in extimation of time series and in system identification. 
We comment how to use this result to derive frequency domain expressions for 
multivariate autoregressive spectral density estimates as the order and the number 
of observations tend to infinity. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULT 
Consider a p-dimensional stationary time series, ( yt >, with zero mean 
and covariance function 
Nz)=.e,L.. (1) 
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Assuming the process has an absolutely continuous spectrum then the 
spectral density matrix is defined by the Fourier series 
q(o)- f’ R(z) eeirO. 
r= --m 
(2) 
We shall, below, use the following assumptions about q(o) 
do) 2 CA c > 0, vo E [O, 2n] (3) 
q(w) is r times differentiable with q(‘)(o) E Lip*(a). (4) 
Here the last part of (4) means that 
JJcp’r’(o + 6) + cp”‘(0 -6) - 2cp”‘(O)l(, 6 E(61a. (5) 
In this expression Ilf(w)llco =supOGoc2R Ilf(w)llZ, where II ./I2 is the 
Euclidean norm, i.e., the largest singular value. We shall use c for a positive 
constant, not always the same one. 
The assumption (3) means that 
Yt+ f AjYt-j=E,, EE,E: = 6,J. 
j=l 
(6) 
Here bk,, is Kronecker’s delta. Then 
q(o) = A(e’“)-’ CA*(e’“)-‘, A(z) =I+ f Ajz-/ (7) 
j=l 
where * denotes complex conjugate transpose. Put T,(q) for the np x np 
block-Toeplitz matrix of 12 rows and columns of p xp blocks, the (j, k)th 
block being R(k -j), R( -r) = R(T)‘. If no emphasis is needed we write r,, 
in place of f,Jcp). Notice that 
rn(cp) = EY,,,Y;~,, Y(n)= (Yi, YL1, *-a, fl)‘. (8) 
Defme the p x np matrix 
W,(o) = n ~ l/‘(eioZ, e”“Z, . . . . e’““Z). (9) 
Then if U)~ = 2Ek/n, k = 1, ..,, n, put 
o,(wc, w) = EY(wJ Y*(w), 
(10) 
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We have 
fJn(Ok, WI) = Wn(Wk) rn wf(QJ,) (11) 
which for k = I, o,(ok, wI) equals the Fejtr or Cesaro mean of the Fourier 
series of q(o). The following result is easily established. 
THEOREM 1.1. If&w) is continuous then as n --f CO, 
max ll~,(~k, 4 - 8k.1 cp(okNl2 -+ 0. 
k.1 
(12) 
Zf q(w) E Lip*(a) then 
ytx ~b.n(~k~ 01)-6k,,(P(ok)li2= 
O<a<l 
a=1 (13) 
1 <a<2. 
Proof: For 0 c a < 1, p = 1, this is proved in Hannan and Nicholls [6] 
and the generalization follows in the same way using Butzer and Nessel [Z, 
Corollary 1.2.4, Corollary 1.6.51. fl 
The purpose of this paper is to establish analogous result for 
fYn(ak, w,) = W,(o,) Z;’ W,*(o,), i.e., a convergence rate for 
:yx Ila,(ok,w,)-6k,,(P(Ok)-1112. (14) 
The motivation for this is the need for such a result for calculating 
asymptotic frequency domain expression for “black-box” models. Berk [ 1 ] 
used such a bound to calculate the variance, for p = 1, for extimates of 
spectra based on autoregressive models whose order increase with the 
sampling size. We discuss this further in Section 3. In a number of papers, 
summarized in [9], Ljung has extended these results to cover general 
“black-box” models, and used approximations based on a bound for (14) 
to develop an analytically tractable optimal experiment design theory. 
Ljung numerically calculated a rate of decrease for (14) for some simple 
examples and observed that even when this rate was slow the approxima- 
tion was still good for small n. As we shall see what is essential is that q(o) 
be well approximated by a low-order autoregressive (AR) spectral density. 
The main purpose of this paper is to prove the following. 
THEOREM 1.2. Zf q(o) is continuous and satisfies (3) then (14) converges 
to zero, and if q(w) also satisfies (4) then (14) is O(n-“), b = (LX + r)/ 
(1 +cr+r). 
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The first part is proved for p = 1 in Geronimus [3, Theorem 5.71, and 
for the multivariate case, under more restrictive assumptions, in Ljung [8]. 
Putting m,, for the np x np matrix with jth row of blocks W,(o,), then p,, 
is unitary. Thus lV,,r;‘Wz = (W,,r, lVz)-‘. Putting d,(q) for the block 
diagonal matrix with diagonal blocks (p(wk) then pnr” ct,* = d,(q) + E,. 
However, Theorem 1.1 does not help to prove Theorem 1.2 because we 
have no good bound on llEJ2, only on the elements of E,. However, if 
rp,(o)~Lip*(ai) and cp*(w) satisfies the conditions in the second part of 
Theorem 1.2 with (r + a)/( 1 + r + a) < aI, then 
where F,, has elements of @(n-“), b = (r + a)/( 1 + r + a), as is easily seen 
from Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 by using the trick, 
Thus the two theorems do combine to further results. This result 
corresponds to Lemma 4.2 in Ljung and Yuan (1985), for p = 1 and when 
lim n- II2 i ItR,(z)( = 0. 
n--rot r= --n 
(17) 
Then cp2(w) E Lip*( l/2) so b = i. 
It should be pointed out that the condition (3) is essential to the result 
given in Theorem 1.2. Indeed it follows from Grenander and Szego [ 11, 
p. 721 that if p = 1 and q(o) is twice continuously differentiable, and q(o) 
has a zero at o,,, then the smallest eigenvalue of f,(q) satisfies Ami” = 
O(ne2). The result given in the reference cited is for the case when o. is the 
unique minimum and (pC2’(oo) > 0. However, adding a non-negative func- 
tion to q(o) can only increase the smallest eigenvalue and we can arrange 
for that function to be non-zero everywhere except at oo, be twice 
continuously differentiable, and have a positive second derivative at oo. 
For the case p = 1, y, = E, -E,- , , Z = 1, the matrix r,, has smallest eigen- 
value 
2 l-COSL 
( n+l > 
= O(nP2). 
In the second place, let us point out that the error in 
Wnm(cp) IT’:-d,(q) and pnT,,(cp)-’ @z -d,(cp-‘) cannot in general 
be o(n-‘). This is well known (cf. [2]) for the former. It is also apparent 
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that the error I;, in W,,T,(cp)-’ @: = d,(cp-‘) + F,, cannot have elements 
uniformly o(n-‘), for then we should have IIF,IJ,=o(l) and 
(1 rnT,,(cp) IV,* - d,(q)\\ = o(I) which is impossible. Thus we result in 
Theorem 1.2 is very close to the best possible if (r + a) .is fairly large. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
We will first prove Theorem 1.2 for AR processes. Then by applying a 
Jackson type result, we get bounds on how well one can approximate q(o) 
by an AR spectral density. Combining these two results, Theorem 1.2 is 
established. 
LEMMA 2.1. 
II~r2(cp)ll,~ Ilcp(~)ll,~ Il~“bP-%~ I14@-‘Ila3. (18) 
Proof. This is well known and is proved, for example, in Hannan and 
Kavalieris [S, p. 5391. 1 
LEMMA 2.2. Zf cp,(w)=A,(e”)-‘~:,A~(e’“)-‘, A,(z)=C~=~ A,,k~-k, 
A + = I, and all cp,(o) satisfy (3) with c independent of m, then 
max It wntOk) rn(%)-l w:(w,)-s,,~m(wk)-1112~fmn-1. (19) k.1 
Proof Let 
T,, = 
‘I A,,1 a-. 
0 I 1.. 
. . . . . . 
6 (j . . . 
0 0 *-* 
. . . . 
,j 0 . . . 
A ,.. mm 0 0 
A m,m-I A I . . m,m 0 
. . . 0 
1 Am,, ... A,,, 
0 z 0 ... 0 
. . . . . . 
(j b iJ . . . ; 
and D, be a block diagonal matrix with diagonal blocks (Z;‘, . . . Z’;‘, 
T,,,(cp,)-‘). Then r,Jcp,)-‘= TLD,T,,, as follows from putting yen)= 
(Yi, YL- I9 -..9 y;)’ so that T,, y(,,)= (4, EL-,, . . . . e;+r, y&, . . . . y;) and 
ET, y(,) y;,,T;= TJ,(q,,)Ti. Now using an m superscript to indicate 
evaluation with respect to q,,,(w), 
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(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
from Lemma 2.1. This proves the lemma. 1 
LEMMA 2.3. Zf q(w) is continuous and satisfies (3) then there is a 
sequence, (40,(o)), of AR spectral densities so that 
IIV(~) - cp,(~)ll m + 0, IIdw-cp,(w’II, +o. 
Zf q(w) also satisfies (4) the rate of conoergence is O(m-(‘+“)). 
(24) 
Proof. We prove the last statement for II?(w)-cp,(w)ll,. The rest is 
proved in the same way. We use Butzer and Nessel [2, Corollary 2.2.41. 
Putting f(w) = cp(w)-’ it follows that the component j&m), j> k, of this 
matrix also satisfy (3) and (4). Thus one may find polynomials 
+$)(w), j> k, of degree m, so that /I&(O) - $~,~)(o)ll m < ~m-(‘+~). Then 
I/~(O) = [#Jo)] = $:(a) will f or m large enough, be positive definite 
and thus be’ factorized as $,($) = Az(e’“) Z;‘A,(e’“). Taking cp,(w) = 
@Jo)-’ then 
llrp,(~)-cp(~Nlm= lbP(~)(f(~)-~,(~)) %n(~Nl, 
G Ilrp(~)ll co IIf - +??I(~)11 co Ilrp,(~)ll m 
= qm-“+“‘) (25) 
as required. 1 
LEMMA 2.4. Zf p(o) satisfies (4) and IIq,,,(o) - cp(w)ll oD GE, E 4 c, then 
II W,,(w,) T,tcp)-’ K‘Y~,) - Wn(wJ ~,(YL,-’ KYw)II < W*. (26) 
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Proof II~n(~)IIco = 19 Il~n(cp) - L(cPmNl2 G ET IIczbPr’lI, G l/C> 
\[T,(c~,)-‘((~ < 2/c, (E 4 c), from Lemma 2.1. 
Now we complete the proof of Theorem 1.2. This follows from 
Il~n(% ~,)-&,14D(%-1112 
G Il~.n(%, 0,) - (fjlrnV%, w,)ll2 
+ Il~~~~~~,,~~~-~,,,cp,~~,~-‘ll* 
+ Ilcphcrl - (Pm(Wk)-1112 (27) 
and using the above lemmas we have, for a suitable sequence (cp,(w)>, the 
following bound of (27) 
ctm -(~+d+C2mn--1+C3m-“+“‘. (28) 
Choosing m=ni/(‘+‘+m) we obtain the optimal rate for (28) and the 
theorem is proved. 
3. APPLICATION 
Consider observations {Y,, t = 1, . . . . T} and let A,j, j = 1, . . . . n, f‘, be the 
estimates obtained by fitting an autoregression of order n to the data by 
least squares. Put oi(n) = vec(A,, , . . . . A,,) and cl(n) = vec(A,, . . . . A,). Let 
I(n) be a sequence of vectors of np2 terms satisfying 0 < cl < Ill(n)l12 < c2 < 
co. Then Lewis and Reinsel [7], under conditions on the stationary 
process generating ( y,> that we shall not state here but assuming 
that n = 0(7’“‘~), show that fiI(n)‘(&(n) -cc(n))/& converges in 
distribution to a standard normal random variable. Here o(n) = 
I(n)‘(f; 1 @ Z) I(n). We could equally well consider a finite set of sequences 
ii(n) all satisfying the same condition and show that the quantities 
fil,(n)‘(a(n)-cc(n)) are jointly asymptotically normal with zero mean 
and covariance matrix having elements ~(n),;~ = Ij(n)‘(I’;’ @I C) /,Jn). For 
that matter the l](n) could be taken with elements in the complex field 
when a complex normal distribution would appear as the limiting distribu- 
tion with LI(~)~,~ = lj(n)*(r;’ OC) I,(n). Now assuming n + co, which is 
assumed by the Lewis and Reinsel [7] result unless ( y,} is generated by 
an autoregession, we may use Theorem 1.2 to obtain the limiting distribu- 
tion of estimates of spectra and cross spectra from the fitted autoregression, 
in much the same way as for p = 1 in Berk [ 11. The key observation is that 
-!- vec(A,(P) - I) = ( W,( -o)@l) h(n), 
6 
(29) 
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where a,,(z)=Z+~;=, a,j, -j. Notice that one has to normalize with 
l/G. Now we have only to take the Zj(n) as the rows of ( W,(o,)@Z) for 
suitable ok values as near as possible to the value which is of our concern. 
By using Theorem 1.2 one then gets 
(~,(-w,)oz)((~,-‘o~:)(~,(-~,)*8z) 
-+bc,I((PF-k)-lO~h n-bco. (30) 
The condition n + co ensures that the variance, covariance matrix of 
f’, - C makes no asymptotic contribution to the limiting distribution of the 
spectral estimates. We shall not go into detail here but it is sufficient to say 
that the limiting distribution is the same as that for the elements of the 
smoothed periodogram estimate (cf. [ 1 ] ) 
(31) 
where 1, is over m frequencies nearest to w, and n is thus to be identified 
by n = [ T/2m], i.e., the number of disjoint bands in [0, rr] over which 
estimates are made. See Hannan [4, Chapter V, Theorem 91 for details. 
To prove this statement is straigthforward using the ideas given above. 
The condition x,2 1 j312 + a JIAj II2 < co, S > 0 is sufficient for the Lewis 
and Reinsel results to hold. It implies that we can take r = 1, and o! = i + 6 
in Theorem 1.2. Hence one can predict a convergence rate of 
O(n- (3 + 26)‘(5 + 26)) when translating the asymptotic variance properties of 
d(n) -a(n) into the frequency domain. Notice that the convergence rate is 
at best of @(n-l), which implies that the asymptitic approximation may be 
quite poor for small n. However, in some cases this may be less relvant 
since the limiting distribution is continuous, so small errors in the 
evaluation of the variance have small effects. Nevertheless, in practice the 
approximation might matter and an accurate evaluation of the errors in 
approximating the variance may be useful. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we have given convergence rate results for (14). Apart from 
being of some independent interest, this result has important applications 
in analysing asymptotic variance properties of high-order estimates in 
system identification and time series analysis. The result (14) can be 
predicted from Theorem 1.1 by using that Z; ’ is “approximately equal” to 
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the Toeplitz matrix associated with the spectral density cp(o)-‘. In fact it 
is possible to show that the (s, t)th block of lim, _ oo r; ’ equals 
t-1 
,;, A:-r+kz-% .s> 4 (32) 
to be compared with the (s, t)th block of L,,(rp-‘) which equals 
kTo A:-,+,p-‘A,, s> t. (33) 
Hence for large t the blocks are approximately equal. Notice, however, that 
we do not have convergence in any matrix norm. 
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